Time of Day and Performance on Cognitive Tests in Patients with Mild Dementia
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Abstract

Background

Cognitive screening for elderly patients with mild dementia is typically conducted in the morning under the impression that testing at this time will optimize performance and cooperation of patients. This study was conducted to determine if the time of day in which several cognitive screening tests would be normally given could significantly affect test performance in patients with mild dementia and normal control subjects.

Methods

Fifty nursing home residents with mild to moderate dementia and twenty normal control subjects were given three commonly used cognitive tests in two separate sessions (morning and afternoon) with a two week interval between sessions. Half of subjects were tested first in the morning and second in the afternoon, the other half first in the afternoon and second in the morning. Evaluation tools included the Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE), the Mini-Cog Test, and Semantic Verbal Fluency (for animal names) at each session. Test scores were compared within each subject between the morning and afternoon sessions.

Results

Across all subjects, better scores were observed for afternoon performance in the MMSE score (p<0.005) and Mini-Cog (p<0.011) for subjects who tested first in the morning and second in the afternoon. No differences were observed in the reverse condition. The morning/afternoon differences and trends across all subjects were strongest for the mild dementia group (MMSE, p<0.003; Mini-Cog, p<0.075). However, the analysis also indicated that test experience contributed to some of the observed differences, such that no clear effect of time of day on performance could be substantiated.

Conclusion

Under the conditions of this study, we could not conclude that performance on cognitive tests was significantly affected by the time of day of administration. A more comprehensive study will be necessary to better define the potential factors identified.
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Introduction

Brief mental status examinations are often applied by physicians and other healthcare professionals in managed care settings as screening to identify and document basic mental status and relative level of cognitive impairment [1]. With the inclusion of cognitive assessment as a required part of the affordable care act annual wellness visit for medicare enrollees [2], attention to the process of such screening has increased [3]. Patient performance on such tests can have important implications for treatment in addition to raising potential legal issues. This is particularly true for patients with mild dementia, where the ability to make medical or life decisions may come into question. For such individuals, any significant factor in judging cognitive capacity could affect decisions.

It is known that cognitive performance on particular tasks can vary with circadian cycles, especially when comparing performance during waking with time during which sleep would normally occur [4]. Beyond the dramatic differences in cognitive performance demonstrable at the extremes of the circadian cycle, the extent to which the time of day could affect performance on some standard cognitive tests normally used to assess cognitive status in mildly demented patients has not been studied. It is generally presumed that midmorning testing is optimal, since normal adults have optimal performance on most cognitive tasks at this time [4]. However, long term care residents can suffer from sleep disturbances attributed to a number of factors including medical and psychiatric disorders, medications, circadian rhythm disturbances, sleep disordered breathing, environmental conditions and lifestyle habits [5]. These sleep disturbance scan alter patterns of cognitive performance [6] and general patterns of activity [7]. As factors such as sleep disturbance can significantly affect cognitive performance, optimal times of day in which to test these individuals could differ from the normal expectation [6]. Other related phenomena, such as “sundowning” [8], also contribute to a perception that midmorning is an optimal time to administer cognitive testing in these individuals.

We wished to address the potential impact of time of day in which cognitive testing is administered to older adults with mild dementia on a practical scale (i.e., during a normal workday cycle; morning to afternoon) as might be encountered in a long term or assisted living facility environment. Mental status was assessed using some commonly used brief cognitive tests (Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE), Mini-Cog, and Semantic Verbal Fluency (SVF). Fifty
elderly adults with mild dementia and 20 normal control subjects were used to evaluate mental status at two times during a normal workday, morning and afternoon, in a crossed design. The results suggest that there is no clear advantage to morning testing for cognitive performance as measured by these commonly administered tests. Test experience is also a significant factor which must be controlled [4].

**Methods**

**Subjects**

Subjects were recruited under an Institutional Review Board approved protocol from five assisted living facilities in the Las Vegas, Nevada area and local university staff. All subjects (or their legal representatives) signed an informed consent. The extent to which subjects were allowed to consent for the study themselves was determined by the policies of facility in which they resided. Fifty female and male subjects (31 females, 19 males) were recruited as the mild dementia group. These criteria required subjects to be over 60 years of age (Average age 85 ± 7.1 years) with a diagnosis of mild to moderate dementia (Mini-Mental State Exam score between 11 and 27). Subjects rated outside of this range were excluded. Control subjects were considered cognitively sound (16 females, 4 males) between the ages of 27 and 66 (average age 47.7 ± 12.5 years). Control subjects were considered cognitively sound with MMSE scores between 28 and 30. Exclusion criteria for both control group included a diagnosis of dementia, schizophrenia, bipolar disease, or intellectual disability. Exclusion criteria for the mild dementia group. These criteria required subjects to be over determined by the policies of facility in which they resided. Fifty subjects were recruited from University staff and included 20 subjects (16 females, 4 males) between the ages of 27 and 66 (average age 47.7 ± 12.5 years). Control subjects were considered cognitively sound with MMSE scores between 28 and 30. Exclusion criteria for the control group included a diagnosis of dementia, schizophrenia, bipolar disease, or intellectual disability. Exclusion criteria for both groups included unwillingness to sign the consent form and/or uncooperativeness while performing tests.

**Evaluation methods**

Cognitive performance was assessed using three commonly used tests, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; 30 points possible [9]), the Mini-Cog (7 points possible [10]) and semantic verbal fluency using animal names (19-30 considered normal [11]). All tests were administered twice to all subjects, once in the morning (between 8:30AM and 11AM) and once in the afternoon to evening (3PM to 6PM) with a period of two weeks between the testing sessions. To control for test experience (“practice effect” [4]), both experimental and control groups were randomly divided into 2 subgroups: one tested first in the morning and then in the afternoon the other tested first in the afternoon and then in the morning.

Demographic information on age, gender, ethnicity, educational level (did not complete high school, did complete high school, attended college), memory medications (Namenda, Exelon, Aricept), medical conditions (diabetes, stroke, depression), and time in current facility (if subject was a resident) was gathered from each participant. This information was collected largely to identify potential factors in the non-random distribution of subjects as the data was analyzed.

**Data analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using Sigma Plot Version 12.5 statistical software purchased from Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA. A two-way analysis of variance with repeated measures was used as the primary test for significance of morning to afternoon differences for the individual tests (MMSE, Mini-Cog, Semantic Verbal Fluency). Variables included cognitive test, experimental and control groups, morning scores, afternoon scores, and time of first testing. All subjects (mild dementia and control) were examined first for possible overall differences. Since each subject acted as his/her own control for test time differences, the data, where appropriate, was expressed as score differences between the second and first (2nd-1st) tests. This expression of data was chosen since, under the conditions of test timing, second scores were usually higher (score differences positive). Statistical significance was considered to be less than 0.05 probability of equivalence in comparisons.

**Results**

Control and Mild Dementia Baseline Comparisons—The average MMSE score differed significantly (p<0.001) between the control (29.2 ± 1.2), and experimental groups (19.4 ± 0.7). The MMSE scores did not differ between males and females in either group.

Over all subjects (mild dementia and control), there were no significant differences in the scores of subjects who took the tests in the Morning First (MF) compared to those who took their first test in the Afternoon (AF) in the scores for MMSE, Mini-Cog, or SVF (p>0.05 in each case). This was important to establish the uniformity of groups (Figure 1).

An examination of demographic factors (gender, education, age, use of medications) indicated a relatively even distribution of factors across groups. There were some expected correlations of demographic factors with performance scores on the tests given, such as an inverse correlation of MMSE scores with age and a positive correlation with education. However, there was no clear correlation of the demographic factors collected to the magnitude of differences between the first and second tests for individuals within groups, suggesting that within subject differences were not systematically affected.

We next examined the combined group (mild dementia and control) for a possible effect of when tests were taken first (morning or afternoon) on score differences between the two testing sessions (Figure 2). Subjects who received their first test in the morning had significantly higher scores on their second test given in the afternoon on two of the three tests applied. Significant differences were observed for the MMSE (p<0.005) and the Mini-Cog (p<0.011). These score differences were small (3-10%), but consistent within subjects. Semantic verbal fluency testing showed a similar trend, but had a higher variability in scores (p=0.276; Figure 2). There were no significant differences in scores between the testing sessions for the combined group that received their first testing session in the afternoon, and second in the morning (reverse order). However, there was a trend in this combined group for higher average scores on the second test session compared to the first (Figure 2). MMSE scores gave the most pronounced trend, where tests given in the afternoon first were close to being significantly lower than the second test.
given in the morning (p<0.053). The indication of higher scores on the second of two tests for both groups suggested test experience could be contributing to score differences observed.

**Figure 2: Average Test Score Differences for all subjects (mild dementia and control) between the first and second administration times (2nd-1st). Asterisks (*) show differences which were significant within subjects (p<0.05) analyzed by the paired testing procedure described. MMSE-Mini-Mental State Exam, SVF-Semantic Verbal Fluency Test.**

**Figure 3: Average Test Score differences for control subjects between the first and second administration times (2nd-1st) analyzed by the paired testing procedure described. There were no differences within subjects for any of the tests. MMSE-Mini-Mental State Exam, SVF-Semantic Verbal Fluency Test.**

**Mild dementia and control groups**

Comparisons of data from the mild dementia and control groups separately indicated that the significant within subject differences observed in test scores for the groups together were largely derived from the mild dementia group data. In the control group alone, there were no differences between the scores for first and second administration of tests regardless of the order for any of the tests applied (Figure 3).

In the subjects with mild dementia, there was a significant difference between the scores of MMSE tests given in the morning first and the second test in the afternoon (p<0.005). A similar trend in the Mini-Cog scores were observed (p=0.086; Figure 4). There were no significant differences in scores for tests given in the afternoon first, but again, a trend (p<0.1) for second administration scores to be higher with the MMSE.

The significant advantage of afternoon cognitive performance in patients with mild dementia appeared to be at least partially offset by test experience. To examine the net effect, the magnitude of the difference between first versus second test scores in groups tested in the morning first or afternoon first was compared (ANOVA). There were no differences in the magnitude of score change for any morning first or afternoon first group pair (mild dementia, control, both groups together). This indicated the time of initial testing (morning or afternoon) had no significant influence on test performance, once the confounding factor of test experience was removed.

**Discussion**

We interpret these data to indicate that the time of test administration during the day and test experience may both have small, but potentially measurable influences on the observed test scores for two commonly used cognitive screening tests for dementia (MMSE and Mini-Cog). These influences were suggested, but could not be fully characterized in the present study, due to the limited sample size and the potentially offsetting effects of test experience and a potential advantage of afternoon administration. Larger sample sizes and greater statistical power will be necessary to better define the influences for the relatively small effects observed.

The evidence for an effect of administration time during the day on these cognitive screening tests was indicated by small, but significant increases in the scores of all subjects (mild dementia and control) who were tested first in the morning followed in two weeks by the same tests administered in the afternoon. Test scores differed significantly for the MMSE and Mini-Cog, but not semantic verbal fluency. The MMSE appeared to be the most sensitive to show these internal score differences.

No significant differences were seen in a separate group of subjects tested in the reverse order. The control group was included in the initial analysis as a mechanism to identify data trends in all subjects. The analysis indicated that the inclusion of the control group strengthened the statistical significance of the higher scores seen in tests given the afternoon, particularly for the Mini-Cog. This suggests that both groups may actually exhibit similar trends in test score differences, but that particularly the control group was not large enough to show the effect independently. The nature of scoring in the cognitive screening tests used also diminishes the range of score differences for control subjects, since most subjects in the normal range may have perfect or near perfect scores. The only open ended, test, semantic verbal fluency, had too a high variability within subjects to show an effect independently. The nature of scoring in the cognitive screening tests used also diminishes the range of score differences for control subjects, since most subjects in the normal range may have perfect or near perfect scores. The only open ended, test, semantic verbal fluency, had too a high variability within subjects to show a significant effect.

In the analysis of the separate groups of subjects with mild dementia and normal control groups, the normal control group alone did not show any differences between the two test sessions administered in either order. However, the subjects with mild dementia demonstrated a significant score difference between the
morning and afternoon MMSE for subjects given the test first in the morning, but not for subjects given tests in the afternoon first. The size of this effect was about 5% of the score, but consistent. This finding is contrary to a general presumption that cognitive screen testing in the afternoon may present a disadvantage for patients with mild dementia as they tire from daily activities or begin to exhibit agitated behavior [12].

Test experience was suggested as a diluting factor for first to second test score differences, although we did not see a significant effect. Over all subjects (mild dementia and control), average test scores were generally higher for the second test, regardless of whether the second test session was given in the morning or afternoon. Test or practice experience has been cited as a factor to consider when testing is repeated over time [4]. It was anticipated that test experience could be a factor in this study, but a second consideration was that changes in the health condition of the group with mild dementia might also occur. It was believed that assessing cognitive performance over a longer interval might begin to reflect a deterioration of condition in the mild dementia group. A two week time interval between the first and second test sessions was chosen as a compromise between these two possibilities.

The trend for higher scores on the second of the two test sessions at either time of day suggested that the significant increase in the afternoon scores for a second test in our subjects with mild dementia was partially attributable to test experience. We looked for a possible net effect of time of day without test experience by comparing the magnitude of test differences in morning first versus afternoon first groups. No significant differences were detected. It was concluded that while there may be a small advantage of afternoon testing, it could not be conclusively demonstrated within the limits of our study due to the potential offset of test experience.

In the current study, our object was to examine potential effects on performance of time of day administration for commonly used cognitive tests under the general conditions which might be practically experienced in the environment of a nursing home or assisted living facility. As we could not detect any large effect, it does not appear, from a practical point of view, that the time of day of test administration has any significant impact on test performance in the use of these screening tools. It is noteworthy, however, that there was no indication of an advantage for morning testing. These findings further suggest that, as cognitive screening becomes increasingly utilized for patient Annual Wellness visits [2], the time of day these tests are administered within a normal work day should not be of major concern, but should be conducted as consistently as possible.

Conclusion

Within the confines of a normal work day, there is no clear effect of time of day of test administration for the scores of three commonly used cognitive screening tests for patients with mild dementia. Test experience should be considered a factor for score evaluation even when the administration of these tests is separated by a period of two weeks. A study with a larger group size will be required to achieve the statistical power necessary to resolve these effects, due to their small size and test performance variability.
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